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About This Game

The gods have chosen you to lead your tribe on a deadly pilgrimage to the Valley of the North Wind! When future generations
recite your saga, will they sing of your glory or your downfall?

Saga of the North Wind is a 300,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Tom Knights, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Your people roam the Great Steppe, chased and challenged by the fearsome Tribe of the Black Wolf. Their leader, the shaman
Zhan-Ukhel, calls forth savage magic from Chernobog, the god who rules their tribe. Your tribe must have a leader who can call

down protection from the gods. That leader is you, and this is your saga.

Rule your tribe as an iron-fisted chieftain or as a benevolent guardian. Will your allies support you on the field of battle? Will
the gods come when you need them most? Do you even need the gods to smite your enemies, or will you seize divine power for

yourself?

An eerie glow dances across the stars tonight, stars that bear your name. Listen, now, to the Saga of the North Wind!

 Play as male or female, gay, or straight

 Become a shaman of the spirit world
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 Fight the ancient, powerful force, Chernobog who rules your enemies

 Battle in the arena or make a daring escape from captivity

 Call upon the spirits for aid in your struggle against the Black Wolves' sorceror
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Don't do it. The game has gone nowhere in almost two years, and their "open beta" (why have a beta for an early release
product?) has just gotten worse that it was two years ago. They made a confusing multi-planet solar system interface, they took
away the survival "crash landing" theme, and they took away the FOV sliders, making me hurl after playing the game for 10
minutes due to the restricted 45 degree FOV. The game had promise two years ago but they lost sight of what made the game
good and they've done nothing to finish polishing those aspects, while breaking other things.. For The price this game is fun and
challenging to a point. Mechanics are clean. I had a good time Heres my gameplay

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RkYQkjetZ9o. It's a perfect mix between tower defense and RTS flavoured with some
masochism :) I haven't played it much on this account but played tens of hours with my friend's.. It's a fun game, for what it is...I
can't give a classic like Bejeweled a negative review. That being said, Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is FAR superior to this older version
(Bejeweled 2 Deluxe has more gameplay modes, better graphics, etc.). Not that there is anything wrong with this version, but
since the newer versions are so much better you'd basically be wasting your money buying this one. I guess if you wanted it for
nostalgic reasons or you REALLY dig 800x600 resolution you could buy this...otherwise, stick to the newer versions of
Bejeweled. This one is simply obsolete. Still, it's a great game for its time.. May be I WILL recommend it but not for now. It
was only 10 $ so I tried it but it is not really complete for me. So far, CardFileMaker 3D 1.0 is interesting but I\u2019m usually
working with Google Calendar and Ms Outlook \u2026 It would be great to know that devs are planning to add possibilities to
link the Calendar with Google Agenda and contacts with MS Office. An Imports are possible with some Microsoft products but
not sync, wich is the way to go nowadays. I would not be ready to move all my things to CardFileMaker without SYNCING
them...

Don't give up devs. We're waiting for more possibilities!
. This is probably the best of the music packs that I have heard in my opinion. I especially recommend the song, "Travel the
New World", as it does really capture the feel and excitement of exploration of the New World and other places.

Well worth it if you are playing as a colonizing player like Portugal, Spain, England or France.. With a strong start off the story
its get weaker , and the ending is too fast, No combat , its just clic story spacebarr , and the price off 10 euro is for this to high I
give it a 3 .. This games dice randoms seems to give more bad rolls then good ones. I see myself losing every roll of a game and
it sucks.. Another great Episode, just as good as Sapienza. A very big open map with loads of different opportunities and places
to explore. Also very well designed overall and definitely the hardest Episode yet.
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Pretty game with nice locations, weapons & upgrades.
Game made to challenge you @ ALL levels.
Cool that you can use a controller but i find it tad unresposive, too slow for aiming & BEST played with a KB\/M.
Initially i was gonna get it @ full price but was short on cash.
Game is worth full price but if in need of a drop you definitely can NOT complain @ 5$ or less.
Support this dev team cause i bet you they'll be making more cool stuff.
I give the game about a 75-80\/100 mainly cause it is original & a steal deal if you want something new.I would rate it higher but
ther are a few flaws & seriously, this game is worth every penny ifn ur a penny pincher like me.
. Very good music!. This game crashes a lot for me, and I'm not sure why.

Putting that aside, this game although very atmospheric, I do not find it that pleasant.
The controls were very off-putting for me, though I did find Alt Controls in the options which made it better for me.
The obstacles seem extremely difficult. I know it is supposed ot be a challenge, but if feels like its a last decision "make
or break" everywhere I go. Sometimes, I just randomly stop moving, which Im sure is the game trying to turn around,
but its so weird compared to the acceleration the ball starts at. Also for some reason, if you play a level again and don't
get the star\/time bonus, it just takes it away from you if you previously had it.

It's an alright game, but it feels too much like a bad browser flash game. I wouldn't pick this up unless you are looking
for something new, or if it goes on sale.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. This game
set the standards for future remakes. This is nostalgic and at the same time offers something new.
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